This paper presents a conjugate gradient-based algorithm for feedback min-max optimal control of nonlinear systems. The algorithm has a backward-in-time recurrent structure similar to the back propagation through time (BPTT) algorithm. The control law is given as the output of the one-layer NN. Main contribution of the paper includes the integration of BPTT techniques, conjugate gradient methods, Adams method for solving ODEs and automatic differentiation, to provide an effective, numerically robust algorithm for solving optimal min-max control problems. The proposed algorithm is evaluated on a robotic system with two DOFs.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past decades, there has been tremendous progress in the development of min-max optimal controllers (or differential game controllers) for applications in many different engineering fields, including aerospace, process control, and robotics, see for example [1] [2] [3] [4] , to name a few. The main aim is to find control variables and disturbance internal/external variables (with known limits) such that control variables minimize an optimization criterion in the presence of worst-case behavior of disturbance variables. From the standpoint of differential games [5] , this means that the control input is the minimizer player, and disturbance input is the maximizer player.
It is well known that min-max control problem require solving a Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs (HJI) equation [5, 6] . The analytic solution of this equation is difficult or impossible to find in most cases. In [7] , the HJI equation for systems with input constraints is derived. Authors have introduced a twoplayer policy iteration scheme that results in a frame work that allows the use of NNs to approximate optimal policies and value functions. In [8] , an application of NNs to find closed-form representation of the feedback strategies and the value function that solves the associated HJI equation is presented. This approach is computationally expensive since the tuning of NN weights is based on a method of weighted residuals, which includes calculation of Lebesgue integrals over domain R n where n is the dimension of the state-space. In other words, the problem is curse of dimensionality when the computational cost increase exponentially with the dimension of the state-space system.
In this paper, an alternative direct approach for solving finite-horizon optimal state feedback control problem with min-max cost is proposed. In contrast to the approaches founded on NN approximation of HJI, the tuning of NN weights is based on direct minimization of the cost 
when all the states of the system are available, such that the closed-loop system consisting of (1) and (2) is stable, and the closed-loop system exhibits good disturbance rejection. In control law (2) , . / is an n u -dimensional appropriate generally nonlinear function to be determined. The special form of function . / considered in [18] is the one-layer NN with saturation function as activation function. Using such activation function, the control vector constraints u max 6 u.t / 6 u max are always satisfied. Therefore, an NN-based control law is
where W is the weight matrix of NN, and
The parameters w jk are synaptic weights. The performance criteria (7) implicitly depend on w jk , so the matrix W, whose elements are w jk , can be determined according to the performance criteria (7) .
In the present paper, we consider the problem of finding a control law (2) such that the Bolza-type cost function
for all T > 0, subject to the nonlinear continuous-time plant equation (1) , and subject to the final conditions on the state vector
and subject to the control, disturbance and state vector equality constraints
and inequality constraints
is minimized for d.t /, which maximize the same cost function (the worst case scenario). The original idea behind this approach was to formulate the disturbance attenuation problem as a differential game in which u.t / and d.t / are two opposing players [19] . It is well known [6] that this problem is equivalent to the solvability of the min-max optimization problem.
The optimization problem (7)-(10) can be reduced as follows
367 where
and H .´/ is Heaviside step function defined as
The second and third terms on the right-hand side of expression (15) are the penalty functions for the equality and inequality constraints (9) and (10), respectively. Similarly, the second term on the right-hand side of expression (13) is the penalty function for the final boundary condition (8) . Note that although the Heaviside step function H .´/ is not continuous, the penalty terms of the forḿ 2 H .´/ are continuously differentiable functions. The penalty function coefficients K b,k , K h,k and K g,k should be sufficiently large to provide accurate constraints satisfaction.
In order to simplify the higher-order numerical calculation of integral expression in the cost function in [20] , an additional state variable is introduced. In our case, this new variable has the following form
To simplify the derivation of control algorithm, the system (1) with additional state (17) can be rewritten in the following form
where Q x is the new n D .n 0 C 1/-dimensional state vector
and
Hence, the continuous-time optimization problem is
A CONJUGATE GRADIENT-BASED BACK PROPAGATION THROUGH TIME LEARNING ALGORITHM
This section presents the derivation of the BPTT-like conjugate gradient ascent algorithm (for disturbance vector) and descent algorithm (for control vector) for weights adjustment according to the performance criteria (7). 
Time discretization by Adams multistep method
Application of BPTT algorithm requires discretization of the system dynamics (18) . Assume that the time interval OE0, T is divided into N 1 sub-intervals of equal lengths. Then, the time grid consists of points t i D i for i D 0, 1, 2, : : : , N 1 where D T =N is the time step length. The discrete-time form of Equation (18) is
where u.i/, d.i/ denote the control and disturbance sequence over the interval 0, 1, 2, : : : , N 1, respectively, whereas
is the kth order Adams approximation of the continuous-time state equation for i D k 1, k, kC1, : : :
The explicit Adams method (23) is a kth order vector difference equation, which can be conveniently transformed into the following discrete-time state-space form
for r D 1, 2, : : : , k 2, j D 1, 2, : : : , n, i D k 1, k, k C 1, : : : , and the initial conditions
for q D 1, 2, : : : , k 1. Using the vector notation, the state-space form of the kth order Adams method reads
where
Remark 1
The Adams method of the kth order, as a multistep method, requires knowledge of k initial conditions. In this work, to determine these initial conditions, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used. In the case of ODEs system described by (18) , the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is stated as follows. Start with initial point .t 0 , x 0 / and generate the sequence of approximations using
From expression (31), it can be seen that the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method requires the calculation in mid-points u.i C1=2/ Á u.t i C =2/ and d.i C1=2/ Á d.t i C =2/. A rough approximation u.t i C =2/ u.t i / and d.t i C =2/ d.t i / would significantly deteriorate the algorithm accuracy. The value of control and disturbance vector in mid-points can be approximated by
This approximation is verified by simulations and provides satisfactory accuracy in the range of fourth-order approximation. More details on Adams and Runge-Kutta methods can be found in [13] .
The discretized Equations (4) and (5) can be expressed as
for j D 1, 2, : : : , n u . The discrete-time form of the cost function (7) is
Hence, the final discrete-time min-max control problem is
.34/, subject to .27/.
(35)
Gradient calculation
The optimization approach is based on conjugate gradient ascent algorithm for the disturbance vector
and on conjugate gradient descent algorithm for the weight matrix W D OEw pq of NN
where i D 0, 1, : : : , N 1, l D 1, 2, : : : , M , p D 1, 2, : : : , n u , q D 1, 2, : : : , n, N is the number of time instants and M is the number of gradient algorithm iterations, and Á 1 and Á 2 are the learning rates. Search direction matrix and vector are for j D 1, 2, is the steepest descent or line search algorithm, which requires one-dimensional minimization of the cost function. This is a computationally expensive method, which may require many evaluations of the cost function during one iteration of the gradient algorithm. Also, if the cost function is not appropriately scaled, the steepest-descent algorithm may exhibit poor convergence properties [11] . To avoid these issues, in this work, we use the SuperSAB approach [21] , which requires only the information on gradient directions in two consecutive iterations of the gradient algorithm. The algorithm is modified in terms of using a scalar learning rate Á .l/ j (as opposed to a matrix formulation), to avoid discontinuities in disturbance vector d and optimized control vector u. The modified SuperSAB algorithm for disturbance vector calculation is given by
and for NN weights calculation
where 0 < d 2 < d 1 < 1 < d C , and Á .0/ is the initial learning rate.
The scalar valueˇ.
l/ j for j D 1, 2, can be determined by using different methods: FletcherReeves, Polak-Ribiere, Hestenes-Stiefel, Dai-Yuan [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In this paper, the Dai-Yuan method is appliedˇ.
for disturbance vector calculation, and for NN weights calculatioň
Through comparative analysis of convergence properties of different conjugate gradient methods, it is shown that The Dai-Yuan method is the fastest among the other methods for similar level of accuracy [10] . The parameterˇ. 
where j D 1, 2, : : : , n d . By introducing matrices X d .i/,ˆx.i/ andˆd .i/ with the elements
the partial derivatives @ O x r .N /=@d j .i/ can be calculated by applying chain rule for ordered derivatives on Equation (27)
. . .
By introducing vectors J d .i/ and J x .N / such that
the final gradient of the cost function (34) according to the disturbance vector can be computed by the following backward-in-time recursive matrix relation
for i D N 2, N 3, : : : , 0 with the initial condition
Gradient with respect to weight matrix.
The gradient of the cost function (34) according to the weights in the lth iteration of the gradient algorithm and ith sampling interval is given by
The partial derivative @ O x r .i/=@w pq can be calculated as follows:
Further, on the base of (33), the partial derivative @u m .i/=@w pq can be calculated as follows: 
The next step is the determination of the initial condition for the previously mentioned recurrent relations. The initial condition of the state vector is independent of the weights w jk , so that
The second set of the initial condition is
The final gradient of the cost function (34) according to the weights matrix can be computed by the following recursive algorithm:
Jacobians calculation
The extended Jacobiansˆx.i/,ˆd .i/,ˆu.i/ and extended gradient J x .N / for Adams method can be calculated based on (25) as functions of the basic Jacobians and basic gradient as follows:
x .i/ D ,
These basic Jacobians
Automatic (or algorithmic) differentiation is now a widely used tool within scientific computing. The standard reference is the book by Griewank et al. [14] . AD technique takes the view that the computer code for evaluating the function, no matter how complicated, can be broken down into composition of elementary arithmetic operations involving just one or two arguments at a time. Twoargument operations include addition, multiplication, division and the power operation. Examples of single-argument operations include the trigonometric, exponential, and logarithmic functions [22] . Another common ingredient of the various AD tools is their use of the chain rule. This is the well-known rule from elementary calculus.
Over the past decades, extensive research activities led to a thorough understanding and analysis of two basic modes of AD: the forward and reverse modes. For the application discussed in the present work, the forward mode has been chosen for the efficient computation of Jacobians and gradient (58).
A variety of tools exists for AD of the standard programming languages including: ADIFOR, TAF/TAMC, TAPENADE, ADO1, ADIC, ADOL-C. In this paper, TOMLAB/MAD (Tomlab Optimization Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) [27, 28] mathematical software is used. It is important to emphasize that software tools for AD do not require the user to break down the code for evaluating the function into its elements. Identification of intermediate quantities and construction of the computational graph is carried out, explicitly or implicitly, by the software tool itself.
Application of AD comparing with numerical differentiation [11] provides significant reduction of the algorithm computational time.
SIMULATION EXAMPLE

The dynamic model of the robot manipulator
This section presents the design process of the proposed min-max optimal control algorithm on a two-DOF robotic system to demonstrate its efficiency. The mathematical model, which describe the dynamics of the robot manipulator with two revolute joints in horizontal plane [29] , is given by
The numerical values of these parameters are:
where q D OEq 1 q 2 T is the vector of joint positions,
is the disturbance vector, and
Finally, introducing the state vector x D OEq T P q T T , the state space formulation of (60) is
Optimization problem formulation and simulation results
In the considered problem, the cost function in the lth iteration of the algorithm has the following form: In this case our controller is in the following form
or in matrix form
where w j 0 are threshold offsets. The thresholds are included as the first column of weight matrix. To accommodate this, the vectors x and . / need to be augmented by placing 1 as their first element. In this way, any tuning of weight matrix then includes tuning of thresholds as well. The MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) program for min-max optimal control of robotic system is executed by utilizing a portable (notebook) PC computer with Intel Core Duo CPU (2.00 GHz). The terminal time is T D 2 s and the number of optimization time intervals is N D 2000 so that the sampling interval is D 0.001 s. The conjugate gradient Dai-Yuan method is used by default. The Jacobians are calculated by AD method. The fourth-order Adams method is used.
Simulation results are shown in Figures 1-3 . We can see in Figure 1 that fast convergence to the desired joint positions is achieved. We can observe from Figure 2 that the proposed controller yields control and worst case disturbance inputs u 6 u max D 100 Nm and d 6 d max D 25 Nm. Further, Figure 3 illustrates the dependence of the weight parameters on number of iterations.
Furthermore, we should like to compare our control algorithm with standard proportionalderivative (PD) controller. For comparison, a standard saturated PD controller is given by where the vector q d corresponds to the desired joint position. K p and K v are symmetric positive definite matrices and are commonly referred to as position gain and velocity (or derivative) gain, respectively. Note that the controller (64) can be rewritten as Comparative diagrams between our NN optimal controller and PD controller for a robotic system exposed to external disturbance.
Discussion on numerical robustness and computing efficiency
The algorithm contains several free parameters such as the time step , and the parameters Á 0 ,
C , andˇm ax of the modified conjugate gradient methods. The numerical stability is not affected by decreasing the time step . But, naturally, there is a maximal value of the time step , which guarantees numerical stability of the Adams integration methods.
With respect to parameters
C , andˇm ax , the tuning region is known in advance, whereas the initial learning rate Á 0 is dependent on specific optimization problem. The algorithm convergence is more sensitive to the choice of parameterˇm ax than to the choice of other parameters.
The larger the parameterˇm ax , the faster the convergence. However, the parameterˇm ax should be limited to avoid numerical instabilities.
The algorithm convergence is largely insensitive to the choice of dilatation parameters d C , d 1 and whether they lie in the intervals 0.85 6 d 6 0.95 and 1.05 6 d C 6 1.15. Similar values of dilatation coefficients are reported in the NNs literature [21] . A recommended relationship between dilatation parameters is d C 1=d 1 . The limit value ofˇ.
l/ j , which guaranties numerical stability, isˇm ax D 1, but depending on particular optimization problem, this limit can be increased (e.g.,ˇm ax D 1.2), in order to provide a faster convergence of the algorithm. It is illustrated in [10] that the conjugate gradient methods are less sensitive to the choice of initial learning rate Á 0 than the standard gradient algorithm. The Dai-Yuan conjugate gradient method reaches a similar level of solution accuracy for various initial learning rate values Á 0 , whereas for the standard gradient algorithm, the choice of Á D Á 0 largely affects the algorithm convergence and can cause numerical instabilities.
Finally, it has been found out that the same set of optimal control algorithm parameters (Á 0 D 0.1,
05,ˇm ax D 1.0) can be applied with a favorable accuracy and numerical robustness to various dynamic systems (vehicle dynamics models [10] , two-DOF robot, Goddard rocket, chemical reactor, etc.).
Discussion on closed-loop stability
It is hard to define the closed-loop stability during the finite terminal time for which the optimization problem is made. For the case of infinite horizon optimal feedback control, we can get approximate solution for enough large value of terminal time and then check stability using standard methods (if it is possible for some particular dynamical systems) or using simulation test during much larger time interval.
Let us note once again that the control law expression in (64) may be rewritten in (66). That is, the proposed controller is equivalent to the saturated PD controller (65). If we introduce the condition that W 1 and W 2 are positive definite diagonal matrices, then global asymptotic stabilization of the closed-loop system with bounded inputs is guaranteed. The proof is reported in [30] .
CONCLUSION
The algorithm presented in this paper is an extension of the recent work in [10, 11] . The presented method is combined with NNs to obtain the optimal feedback controllers of nonlinear systems that are affine in input with actuator saturation, where the disturbance is modeled by malicious opponent. The implementation of the proposed method on a robotic system has been used to demonstrate the theoretical development of this paper.
Although the individual methods such as BPTT technique, conjugate gradient optimization algorithms, Adams method for solving ODEs, and AD are known from the literature, in our approach, they are integrated together to provide an effective, novel algorithm for numerical solution of the min-max optimal control problems.
Comparison of the algorithm with other existing methods is a subject of ongoing work and future publications. Also, in future work, the proposed static feedback controller will be extended with dynamic NN observer providing optimal output feedback control in the presence of measurement noise.
